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Years 3-5 

In Performing Arts students will be exploring and developing skills in Music, Drama and Media Arts within 

integrated projects using technologies this semester.  

In Music students will: Sing and play instruments. Create, record and perform their own and other’s 

compositions and respond to musical recordings and performances in the community. Students will explore music 

elements of dynamics, pitch, rhythm, timbre, form and mood. In Drama students will: Explore narrative stories 

where students can identify, shape and perform dramatic action. Explore ideas and use empathy within 

improvisations.  Use voice, movement and language to sustain character roles and relationships. Identify the 

intended purpose and meaning of Drama they view and create. In Media Arts students will: Sequence and 

edit images and footage to organise events to tell a story. Identify intended purpose of media artworks. 

Explore camera angles and use music to produce sound effects and communicate mood. 

 

Years 5-7 

In Performing Arts students will be exploring and developing skills in Music, Drama and Media Arts 

within integrated projects using technologies this semester.  

In Music students will: Sing and play instruments. Rehearse, perform and record their own and other’s 

compositions and respond to musical recordings and performances in the community. Students will explore, 

identify and experiment with music elements of dynamics, pitch, rhythm, timbre, form and mood. Students will 

develop technical and expressive skills in singing and playing instruments from a rage of genres and explain 

how music communicates meaning. In Drama students will: Explore dramatic action and empathy from multiple 

viewpoints. Plan, rehearse and perform improvised and scripted drama that develops character, role and 

relationships and which uses tension, symbol and design elements to share stories and engage audiences. 

Identify the intended purpose and meaning of Drama they view and create. In Media Arts students will: 

Sequence and edit images and footage to organise events to tell a story. Explain how Media Art elements and 

story principals communicate to an audience. Develop skills within technologies to shape space, time, movement 

and lighting within images, sounds and text. 

 


